Key message The sugar beet Rf1 locus has a number of molecular variants. We found that one of the molecular variants is a weak allele of a previously identified allele. Abstract Male sterility (MS) caused by nuclear-mitochondrial interaction is called cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) in which MS-inducing mitochondria are suppressed by a nuclear gene, restorer-of-fertility. Rf and rf are the suppressing and non-suppressing alleles, respectively. This dichotomic view, however, seems somewhat unsatisfactory to explain the recently discovered molecular diversity of Rf loci. In the present study, we first identified sugar beet line NK-305 as a new source of Rf1. Our crossing experiment revealed that NK-305 Rf1 is likely a semi-dominant allele that restores partial fertility when heterozygous but full fertility when homozygous, whereas Rf1 from another sugar beet line appeared to be a dominant allele. Proper degeneration of anther tapetum is a prerequisite for pollen development; thus, we compared tapetal degeneration in the NK-305 Rf1 heterozygote and the homozygote. Degeneration occurred in both genotypes but to a lesser extent in the heterozygote, suggesting an association between NK-305 Rf1 dose and incompleteness of tapetal degeneration leading to partial fertility. Our protein analyses revealed a quantitative correlation between NK-305 Rf1 dose and a reduction in the accumulation of a 250 kDa mitochondrial protein complex consisting of a CMS-specific mitochondrial protein encoded by MS-inducing mitochondria. The abundance of Rf1 transcripts correlated with NK-305 Rf1 dose. The molecular organization of NK-305 Rf1 suggested that this allele evolved through intergenic recombination. We propose that the sugar beet Rf1 locus has a series of multiple alleles that differ in their ability to restore fertility and are reflective of the complexity of Rf evolution.
Introduction
Mitochondria are not only the energy sources of eukaryotic cells but also key players in a number of other biological functions (van der Blienk et al. 2017) . Although mitochondria have their own genomes, they are not autonomous due to their reliance on the nuclear genome for such processes as DNA replication, transcription and translation (Ryan and Hoogenraad 2007) . Additionally, many mitochondrial gene products must interact with nuclear gene products for proper function; hence, mismatches between mitochondrial and nuclear genes can cause some abnormalities in development and reproduction (Lane 2011) .
In plants, one of the best-known examples of reproductive abnormality caused by mitochondrial-nuclear mismatch is cytoplasmic male sterility (CMS) (Mackenzie 2005) . CMS can be explained genetically by a male sterility-inducing cytoplasm (S) and a suppressor gene (restorer-of-fertility, Rf) (Budar and Pelletier 2001) . The Communicated by Mingliang Xu.
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former is usually characterized at the molecular level as having a unique open reading frame in its mitochondrial genome (hereafter S-orf) and has been found in more than twenty CMS plants. In general, S-orf genes appear to be organized as chimeras composed of fragments of known and/or unknown origin (Chen and Liu 2014) , but several exceptions in which a truncated mitochondrial gene or a non-coding RNA are identified as causes of CMS are also known (Ducos et al. 2001; Stone et al. 2017) . The primary sequences of S-orfs in different plants are generally less conserved (Hanson and Bentolila 2004) , suggesting their independent origin, i.e., they have emerged independently in plant lineages during angiosperm evolution. The mechanism for how S-orfs cause CMS is largely unknown with a few exceptions (Luo et al. 2013 ), but presumably the S-orfs can exert a deleterious effect on anther tapetal tissue (the innermost cell layer of anther locules) during and/or after microspore meiosis since morphological abnormalities in this tissue at these specific developmental stages is evident in many CMS plants (Schnable and Wise 1998) .
Rfs have been shown to encode several kinds of proteins, although the most prominent class includes those encoding pentatrico-peptide-repeat (PPR) proteins (Kim and Zhang 2018 ) (hereafter PPR-Rfs). PPR-Rfs are often arrayed with homologous genes to form a gene cluster that exhibits organizational diversity in terms of the primary sequence and the number of clustered genes (Kato et al. 2007; Geddy and Brown 2007; Mora et al. 2010; Melonek et al. 2016) . This organizational diversity is thought to reflect the evolution of the gene cluster to produce novel Rf proteins that can cope with newly emerging S-orfs (Fujii et al. 2011) . In fact, Rfs for different CMSs often map to the same chromosomal region (Li et al. 1998; Tang et al. 2017) . On the other hand, variants of Rf-like gene clusters may have another characteristic. Genetic analyses have suggested the presence of multiple Rf alleles for a single CMS in some plants (Wise et al. 1996; Lee et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2018) , although evidence for diallelism of this locus is prevalent in molecular genetic studies. In maize, for example, Rf1 m that is presumably a semi-dominant Rf1 allele for T-type CMS is known in addition to the dominant Rf1 (Duvick 1965) . The relationship between the multiple allelism of Rf and the molecular diversity of the Rf locus is not fully described but is an interesting issue in terms of Rf evolution.
A semi-dominant Rf can restore partial fertility and full fertility when it is heterozygous and homozygous, respectively. In this genetic model, the premise is that a semi-dominant Rf insufficiently offsets the effect of S mitochondria. One may expect that the difference between fully and partially fertile plants (and between partially fertile and malesterile plants) would be smaller than the difference between fully fertile and male-sterile plants. This situation provides an interesting opportunity for investigating the detailed mechanism of CMS.
CMS is widely used for commercial hybrid seed production because CMS plants cannot self-pollinate; hence, the seeds on CMS plants are absolute hybrids (Chase 2007) . Fertility, on the other hand, must be restored to the hybrids to ensure self-pollination if the harvest is seed or fruit. Partial fertility is practically problematic because the limited amount of pollen produced is inadequate for full pollination, whereas partially fertile plants should not be used as seed parents because the presence of some selfed seeds will decrease the purity of hybrid seeds. Studies on the restoration of partial fertility may have practical value.
Sugar beet CMS was first discovered by Owen (Owen 1945) and is thus called Owen-type CMS. Two genetically independent Rfs are known for Owen CMS (hereafter termed as Rf1 and Rf2), and each has the ability to restore male fertility without the other in a sporophytic manner (Pillen et al. 1993; Honma et al. 2014) . Although the gene product of Rf2 is still unknown, molecular cloning of the Rf1 locus revealed it to encode a mitochondrial membrane protein resembling OMA1 whose known functions include quality control of mitochondrial membrane proteins by degrading misfolded proteins in budding yeast, and regulation of mitochondrial dynamics via processing OPA1, a central component of the mitochondrial fusion machinery in mammals (Matsuhira et al. 2012 and references therein) . It is unlikely that the product of the Oma1-like gene at the Rf1 locus has peptidase activity because its zinc-binding motif is identical to a mutated form that lacks proteolytic activity (Matsuhira et al. 2012) . From a restoring Rf1 allele, a gene cluster consisting of four copies of the Oma1-like gene was found, and one of them (termed orf20) exhibited the strongest ability to restore male fertility to a CMS plant when expressed as a transgene (Matsuhira et al. 2012) . Translation products of orf20 were shown to bind a CMS-specific protein encoded by preSatp6, the best candidate for S-orf for Owen CMS (Kitazaki et al. 2015) . The preSATP6 protein usually constitutes a 250 kDa complex (likely a homo-oligomer), and the amount of the 250-kDa complex in the anther is highly reduced in Rf1 plants (Kitazaki et al. 2015) . This reduction is concomitant with the expression of orf20 and with the appearance of a novel 200 kDa complex, whereas the amount of monomeric preSATP6 is apparently unchanged. From plants homozygous for a non-restoring rf1, a single copy of another orf20-like gene (orf20L) was found (Matsuhira et al. 2012) . No binding of ectopically expressed ORF20L protein with preSATP6 in transgenic suspension cells and no decrease in the amount of the 250-kDa complex in rf1rf1 anthers was detected (Kitazaki et al. 2015) . Therefore, Rf1 likely encodes a type of molecular chaperone that changes the higher-order structure of preSATP6, whereas the gene product of the non-restoring rf1 apparently lacks such 1 3 activity. A hypothetical mechanism for fertility restoration involves protein-protein interaction between preSATP6 and ORF20 to generate the 200 kDa complex, thereby reducing the amount of the 250 kDa complex (i.e., the 250 kDa complex was converted into the 200 kDa complex via preSATP6-ORF20 interaction).
We previously reported the organizational diversity of the Rf1 locus among sugar beet lines including copy number variation of orf20-like genes (Moritani et al. 2013; Ohgami et al. 2016; Arakawa et al. 2018) , which is reminiscent of PPR-Rf. This observation prompted us to investigate further the possibility of functional diversity among restoring Rf1 alleles. In the present study, we report a novel restoring Rf1 allele that confers partial fertility when the plant is heterozygous. We morphologically characterized the partial fertility as unique degeneration pattern in anther tapetum. In the partially fertile plant, the amount of the 250-kDa complex and Rf1 mRNA was intermediate between fully fertility-restored and male-sterile plants. Molecular organization of this Rf1 suggests intergenic recombination was involved in its evolution. Together with our previous data, we propose that sugar beet Rf1 has evolved multiple alleles that differ in their ability to restore male fertility to Owen CMS plants.
Materials and methods

Plant materials
All the sugar beet lines used in this study were developed by the Hokkaido Agricultural Research Center, National Agriculture and Food Research Organization. NK-305 is an old selection of unknown origin. NK-198 is a fertility-restored line (Matsuhira et al. 2012) . TA-33BB-CMS is a CMS line and TA-33BB-O is its maintainer inbred line (Moritani et al. 2013) . NK-219mm-CMS is a CMS line that can be used for transgenic experiments (Kagami et al. 2016) . Plants were grown in the field of the Field Science Center for Northern Biosphere, Hokkaido University or in the greenhouse of the Research Faculty of Agriculture, Hokkaido University (maintained at 20-25 °C; natural daylight and illuminated by incandescent light (150 μmol/m 2 /s) at night).
Male fertility evaluation
Male fertility was evaluated by anther morphology and color and was classified into four distinct classes: fully fertile, semi-fertile (type a), semi-fertile (type b), and completely sterile as described by Arakawa et al. (2018) . The four classes were indexed from 0 (complete sterile) to 3 (fully fertile), respectively. The male fertility index of a plant is an average of observations taken on more than four different days. In some genetic analyses, fully fertile and semi-fertile (type a) types were combined into a single class (Fig. 1a-c) . Anther contents were visualized by squashing the anther on a glass slide in a drop of Alexander's dye (Alexander 1969) .
Cytological analysis
Flower buds were collected and immersed into FAA solution [50% (v/v) ethanol, 3.7% (v/v) formaldehyde, 5% (v/v) acetic acid]. Specimens were dehydrated in a series of isobutyl alcohol and embedded in Paraplast Plus (SigmaAldrich Japan, Tokyo, Japan). Paraplast blocks were sectioned (10 μm thickness) using a rotary microtome HM360 (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Sections were stained with Toluidine blue (Chroma Gesellschaft Schmid, Stuttgart, Germany). Images were collected using a light microscope BX50 (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a CCD camera DP21 (Olympus).
DNA analysis
Total cellular DNA from green leaves was extracted by the CTAB-method described by Doyle and Doyle (1990) . DNA samples were further purified by cesium chloride-ethidium bromide equilibrium centrifugation if necessary. A mitochondrial DNA marker targets the TR-1 locus that shows polymorphism in the number of 32-bp repeated sequences among mitotypes (Nishizawa et al. 2000) . The presence/ absence of a unique HindIII restriction site in the plastid petG-psbE intergenic region is characteristic of male sterility-inducing cytoplasm (Ran and Michaelis 1995) . DNA markers for cytoplasm discrimination were detailed in Cheng et al. (2009) . DNA marker s17 was detailed in Taguchi et al. (2014) . DNA gel blot analysis was done according to the method described in Sambrook et al. (1989) . DNA fragments were blotted onto Hybond-N + (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) according to the manufacturer's instruction manual. Hybridization probe was prepared as detailed in Ohgami et al. (2016) and labeled with the DIG Luminescent Detection Kit (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). Hybridization signals were detected on X-ray film according to the manufacturer's protocol. PCR products were subjected to sequence analysis either directly or after being cloned into the pBluescript (SK +) vector. Nucleotide sequences were determined using an ABI3130 Genetic Analyzer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). DNA sequences were analyzed using GENETYX (ver. 16) (GENETYX CORPORATION, Tokyo, Japan) and Sequencher (ver. 4.5) (Hitachi Software Engineering, Tokyo, Japan).
Protein analysis
Mitochondria were isolated from transgenic calli according to the method of Kitazaki et al. (2015) . Samples of anther and 1 3 crude mitochondria for blue native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) were prepared following the method of Kitazaki et al. (2015) . BN-PAGE was performed using the Native PAGE Novex BisTris Gel system (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Sample preparation and electrophoresis for SDS-PAGE were performed by the method described by Yamamoto et al. (2005) . Procedures for immunoblot analysis after BN-and SDS-PAGE were described in Kitazaki et al. (2015) . Anti-FLAG antibody (αFLAG) was purchased from Medical and Biological Laboratories (Nagoya, Japan) and was diluted to 50 ng/mL for immunoblot analysis. Anti-preSATP6 (αpreSATP6) (Yamamoto et al. 2005 ) was diluted to 42.5 ng/mL and 0.34 μg/mL for blots of SDS-PAGE and BN-PAGE, respectively, except for quantification of the preSATP6 protein complex in which αpreSATP6 was diluted to 68 ng/mL. Anti-COXI (αCOXI) (Yamamoto et al. 2005 ) was diluted to 42.5 ng/mL. Signal intensity was quantified by using Image J (http://rsbwe b.nih.
gov/ij/downl oad.html). Conditions for the quantification were verified by constructing a calibration curve.
Real-time reverse transcription PCR analysis
Anthers were sorted according to their developmental stages as described in Kitazaki et al. (2015) . Total cellular RNA from anthers was extracted with an RNeasy Plant Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) and treated with RNase-free DNase I (Takara Bio, Kusatsu, Japan). RNA samples (300 ng) were reverse-transcribed with the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using an oligo dT primer. The resultant cDNA was mixed with primers (0.2 μM each) and PowerUp SYBR Green Master Mix (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Two constitutively expressed genes (elongation factor 1α and Actin) were chosen for the internal controls (Arakawa et al. 2018 monitored with a Chromo 4, Opticon Monitor (ver. 3.1) with a DNA-Engine PTC-200 (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA, USA). The PCR protocol was 50 °C for 2 min, 95 °C for 2 min, and then 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s and 60.8 °C for 1 min. After the quantification, all the reactants were heated to 95 °C (1 min) and then cooled to 50 °C. A melting-curve was then drawn (53-87 °C, data acquisition every 0.5 °C) to verify that there was a single amplicon. The delta-Ct method was used for quantification of Ct values according to the method described in Kitazaki et al. (2011) .
Generation of transgenic suspension cells
Binary vectors for the transgenic experiment were constructed according to the method of Arakawa et al. (2018) . Briefly, for each orf20-like gene, the coding sequence and 5′-and 3′-untranslated regions were amplified from NK-305 total DNA using two pairs of primers as shown in Supplementary Table 1 . The amplicons were cloned into pDONRzeo (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using the BP Clonase Enzyme mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the manufacturer's instructions. A FLAG tag was inserted into 3′-end of the coding region by PCR-based mutagenesis described in Arakawa et al. (2018) . After confirmation by nucleotide sequencing of the resultant vectors, FLAG-fused genes were transferred to the binary vector pMDCΩ (Kitazaki et al. 2015) using the LR Clonase Enzyme mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The resultant binary vectors were introduced into sugar beet suspension cells via Agrobacterium. The procedure for transformation was as described in Kagami et al. (2015) . Suspension cells were derived from callus cultures of NK-219mm-CMS.
Statistical tests
Fisher's exact test, the χ 2 test, the Steel-Dwass test, the Tukey-Kramer test, and Welch's t test were conducted using the Web site http://aoki2 .si.gunma -u.ac.jp/exact /exact .html, accessed on June 27, 2018 or by using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Japan, Tokyo, Japan).
Accession number
Nucleotide sequence data were deposited in DDBJ/EMBL/ GenBank under the accession number LC385768.
Results
Identification of a semi-dominant
Restorer-of-fertility 1 allele
We observed that NK-305 flowers shed pollen grains when grown in field conditions and examined the cytoplasm type of seventy-four NK-305 plants by mitochondrial and plastid DNA marker analysis. In the analysis of the mitochondrial TR-1 locus, all seventy-four plants had an identical pattern to that of plants with male sterility-inducing cytoplasm ( Supplementary Fig. 1a ). We also confirmed that their cytoplasms were of the male sterility-inducing type as evidenced by the plastid marker ( Supplementary Fig. 1b) . The male fertile phenotype, despite having a male sterility-inducing cytoplasm, indicated that NK-305 is a fertility-restored line.
To examine whether Rf1 or Rf2 (or both) are involved in fertility restoration, we selected one NK-305 plant and crossed it with TA-33BB-CMS, a CMS line. The resultant F 1 plants restored male fertility, but they were only partially fertile at best (see Fig. 1a-c) . One of the F 1 plants was selfpollinated to obtain an F 2 population of 26 plants. Pollen fertility in the progeny segregated as shown in Table 1 . We tested the genetic association between the phenotype and two nuclear DNA markers linked to Rf1 and Rf2.
We used DNA marker o7, a DNA fragment length polymorphic marker linked to Rf2 (Arakawa et al. 2018 ) to evaluate the genetic association of Rf2 with fertility restoration. TA-33BB-CMS is homozygous for a 2.6-kbp fragment (T allele), whereas the parental line NK-305 yields a 1.4 kbp fragment (K allele) ( Supplementary Fig. 2a ). The F 1 plant had 2.6-and 1.4-kbp fragments, indicating that it was heterozygous. Plants in the F 2 population generated either 2.6, 1.4, or 2.6 and 1.4 kbp fragments, indicating that they were T homozygous, K homozygous, and heterozygous, respectively (Supplementary Table 2 ). Association between the genotype and the phenotype was statistically tested, and the null hypothesis of their independence was not rejected (p = 0.150 for fertility restoration [fully fertile + partial fertile] vs. genotype, and p = 0.139 for three classes of male fertility vs. genotype; Fisher's exact test).
We next genotyped the F 2 plants using the s17 marker, which is a cleaved amplified length polymorphic marker linked to Rf1 . The size and number of DNA fragments on the agarose gel of s17 were as follows: TA-33BB-CMS produces 1.1 and 0.6 kbp fragments and is referred to as pattern 4 (hereafter denoted as p4), whereas the parental NK-305 plant produces 1.4 and 0.5 kbp fragments, which is referred to as pattern 2 (p2) (Fig. 2a) . The F 1 plant produced 1.4, 1.1, 0.6 and 0.5 kbp fragments, indicating that it was heterozygous (p2p4). In the F 2 population, plants exhibited one of three banding patterns: 1.4 and 0.5 kbp, 1.1 and 0.6 kbp, or 1.4, 1.1, 0.6 and 0.5 kbp that correspond to genotypes of p2p2, p4p4, and p2p4, respectively (Table 1 ). The association of fertility restoration and the genotype was obvious (p = 8.69 × 10 −6 ; Fisher's exact test). Therefore, it seemed likely that Rf1 was involved in the observed fertility restoration.
We noticed that the occurrence of fully fertile plants was more frequent in the p2p2 genotype (five out of six plants)
1 3 compared to the p2p4 genotype (one out of 14 plants) in the F 2 population and hypothesized that NK-305 Rf1 is a weak allele but its effect is cumulative, i.e., a semi-dominant allele. We next made two additional populations, one segregating NK-305 Rf1 and the other segregating an Rf1 from a different source and compared the patterns of their fertility restoration.
In attempting to produce a new population segregating NK-305 Rf1, our concern was the small number of seeds from a selfed F 1 plant of TA-33BB-CMS × NK-305 due to its low pollen fertility. Therefore, one of the F 1 plants was paperbag enclosed with TA-33BB-O, a fertile line with normal (N) cytoplasm but the same nuclear genotype as TA-33BB-CMS (i.e., [N]rf1rf1rf2rf2). As such, the obtained seeds from this F 1 plant were, in effect, an admixture of a threeway cross [i.e., (TA-33BB-CMS × NK-305) × TA-33BB-O] and the F 2 (self-pollinated TA-33BB-CMS × NK-305). The NK-305 Rf1 was expected to segregate because both TA-33BB-O and TA-33BB-CMS are the rf1rf1rf2rf2 genotype. In the admixture population, male fertility, and o7 and s17 genotypes segregated as shown in Supplementary  Table 3 . The null hypothesis for independence of fertility restoration in the o7 genotype was not rejected (p = 1 for fertility restoration vs. genotype, and p = 0.985 for three classes of male fertility vs. genotype; Fisher's exact test). On the other hand, that for independence of fertility restoration in the s17 genotype was rejected (p = 4.08 × 10 −13 for fertility restoration vs. genotype, and p = 1.92 × 10 −15 for three classes of male fertility vs. genotype; Fisher's exact test). Pollen fertility of each plant was indexed, and its segregation is depicted in Fig. 3 . 1 3
In our previous study, sugar beet line NK-198 was used for the molecular cloning of the Rf1 locus (Matsuhira et al. 2012) . In this study, an NK-198 plant was crossed with TA-33BB-CMS, resulting in two fully fertile F 1 plants. Using fertility-restored plants as pollen parents and TA-33BB-CMS as seed parents, we repeated the back-cross to obtain BC 2 . Of the four BC 2 plants, two were fully fertile, whereas the remainder was sterile. The s17 of NK-198 produces pattern 1 (p1) (Fig. 2b) . As expected, the two fully fertile BC 2 plants were p1p4 and the two male-sterile plants were p4p4. One of the fully fertile plants was selfed to generate a BC 2 F 2 population. We examined the segregation of s17 and found that the numbers of p1p1, p1p4, and p4p4 plants were 21, 61, and 18, respectively. This result did not deviate statistically from the expected segregation (χ 2 test for 1:2:1; p = 0.081). As eighty-three plants flowered, their male fertility was investigated. In the BC 2 F 2 population, male fertility and the s17 genotypes segregated as shown in Supplementary Table 4 . The null hypothesis for independence of fertility restoration in the s17 genotype was rejected (p = 3.58 × 10 −9 for fertility restoration vs. genotype, and p = 5.95 × 10 −11 for three classes of male fertility vs. genotype; Fisher's exact test). Pollen fertility segregation is depicted in Fig. 3 .
Comparing the averages of male fertility indices, groups p1p1, p1p4, and p2p2 are statistically indistinguishable from each other (class a in Fig. 3 ). Two groups of p4p4 (one from the admixture population and the other from the BC 2 F 2 population) formed a separate group (class b in Fig. 3 ). The group of p2p4 plants are not only statistically different from those of p1p1, p1p4, and p2p2, but also from p4p4 (class c in Fig. 3 ).
Tapetum degeneration in the anthers of semi-fertile plants
In an effort to characterize the partially fertile phenotype of p2p4, we examined anthers and pollen grains microscopically. Most of the pollen grains in the anthers of p2p4 plants were not stained with Alexander's dye and were rather small compared to fully stainable pollen grains (compare Fig. 1e  and g ), but exine-like patterns on the pollen grain surfaces were visible. Fully fertile p2p2 plants shed pollen grains that were comparable to those shed by TA-33BB-O (Fig. 1d) . In male-sterile p4p4 plants, the anthers were shriveled and contained only some undeveloped pollen grains as was also seen in TA-33BB-CMS (Fig. 1f, h ).
The internal structure of anthers was investigated histologically by collecting a developmental series of immature flower buds from each of the p2p2, p2p4, p4p4 and TA-33BB-O plants. Microspore development in TA-33BB-O appeared to follow the pattern previously reported in sugar beet (e.g., Majewska-Sawka et al. 1993) . We defined six stages as follows: the meiosis stage in which microspore mother cells enter meiosis, corresponding to Stage 6 in Arabidopsis anther development (Sanders et al. 1999 ); the tetrad stage in which meiosis is completed, corresponding to Arabidopsis Stage 7; microspore stage Sa in which individual microspores are released from tetrads, corresponding to Arabidopsis Stage 8; microspore stage Sb-1 in which the walls of microspores are thickened and the tapetum becomes thinner and less stained with Toluidine blue dye, corresponding to Arabidopsis Stage 9, although the onset of tapetal degeneration in sugar beet appeared to be earlier; microspore stage Sb-2 in which the endothecium develops radial bars of thickenings and the tapetum is invisible; and the pollen stage in which the septum degenerates and the stomium breaks resulting in anther dehiscence (Fig. 4a-f ). Anther development of p2p2 plants was indistinguishable from that of TA-33BB-O from the meiosis stage to the pollen stage (Fig. 4g-l) .
The morphology of p2p4 anthers was similar to that of p2p2 plants until the microspore stage Sa (Fig. 4m-o) . However, during the microspore Sb-1 stage, the tapetum of p2p4 plants was thicker and more intensely stained than that of p2p2 plants (Fig. 4p) . During the microspore Sb-2 stage, tapetal residue was still visible, although radial bars of thickenings were seen in the endothecium (Fig. 4q) . At the pollen stage, stomium breakage was rarely observed in p2p4 plants, although the septum connecting two anther locules (Fig. 4r) . Pollen grains in p2p4 locules were less stained compared to those in p2p2 anthers, suggesting that they were less developed.
Sections of p4p4 anthers were similar to those of the other genotypes until the tetrad stage (Fig. 4s, t) ; however, in sections containing microspores, tapetal cells were attached together unlike the dissociated tapetal cells found in other genotypes (Fig. 4u) . Occasionally, the p4p4 tapetum was irregularly shaped and vacuolated unlike those of the other genotypes (Fig. 4v) . In the following stages, p4p4 anther locules were deformed (Fig. 4w) . Microspores or tapetum were not identifiable inside of p4p4 locules but remnants of microspore or tapetum that were misshapen by deformed anther walls were seen (Fig. 4w) . Radial bars of thickenings of the endothecium were observed in some sections that had empty locules (Fig. 4x) .
NK-305 Rf1 is a novel molecular variant
We next investigated the molecular organization of NK-305 Rf1. Because the sugar beet Rf1 locus contains a gene cluster of orf20-like genes, we first examined the number of clustered genes in the NK-305 locus by DNA gel blot analysis. A DNA probe corresponding to the 3′-untranslated region (UTR) that is conserved among orf20-like genes was hybridized with total cellular DNA isolated from one of the p2p2 NK-305 plants. Two HindIII restriction bands of 7.0 and 5.4 kbp appeared on the blot (Supplementary Fig. 3 ), indicating that NK-305 Rf1 contains two copies of orf20-like genes. The nucleotide sequences of the previously characterized Rf1/rf1 enabled us to PCR amplify the entire NK-305 Rf1 locus as overlapping segments whose nucleotide sequences were assembled into a contig of 20,019 bp. From   Fig. 4 Light microscopic observations of transverse sections of sugar beet anthers of different genotypes. TA-33BB-O has normally fertile mitochondria and an rf1rf1rf2rf2 genotype. Plants with s17 genotypes of p2p2, p2p4, and p4p4 were analyzed. Anther developmental stages defined in this study are shown at the top except for p4p4 due to its severe developmental abnormalities. Scale bars are 50 μm. a-f TA-33BB-O, from meiosis-to pollen stages, respectively. g-l Plants with a p2p2 genotype, from meiosis-to pollen stages, respectively. m-r Plants with a p2p4 genotype, from meiosis-to pollen stages, respectively. s-x Plants with a p4p4 genotype. Panels s and t are in the meiosis and tetrad stages, respectively. Panels u to x deviate from normal anther development From the obtained sequence, two orf20-like genes were found that were designated as orf20 and orf20 (Fig. 5) . Comparison with previously characterized orf20-like genes revealed two introns in each of the newly identified orf20-like genes ( Supplementary Figs. S4 and S5) as were also present in the other orf20-like genes. The best match for orf20 was orf20 in ); the sequences differ in two nucleotide residues in exon 1 (one synonymous and one nonsynonymous), one residue in exon 2 (nonsynonymous), and their introns are identical (Supplementary Fig. 4) . Consequently, their translation products differ in two amino acid residues (Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Sequence homology extends 1.5 kbp in the upstream region and 1.6 kbp in the downstream region ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). In contrast, orf20 had the highest similarity to orf20L S that had been identified previously as an orf20-like gene in a specific group of rf1rf1 lines (Ohgami et al. 2016) ; the two ORFs are identical in exon 1, intron 1, and exon 2, but differ in intron 2 (12 nucleotide substitutions) and exon 3 (11 nucleotide substitutions and a small deletion of 3 bp in orf20 ) (Supplementary Fig. 5 ). Deduced protein products of the two ORFs differ in 11 amino acid residues, all of which occur in the carboxyl-terminal region (Supplementary Fig. 7 ). Sequence homology extends 5.2 kbp downstream; however, the most closely matched upstream region of orf20 was not that of orf20L S but orf19, another orf20-like gene accompanying orf20 (Supplementary Fig. 8) . Interestingly, the upstream region of orf20L S showed sequence homology to the upstream region of orf20 (Supplementary Fig. 9 ). Altogether, the molecular organization of NK-305 Rf1 appears to be a chimera of several previously characterized restoring and non-restoring alleles.
Lower accumulation of a protein complex containing preSATP6 correlates with NK-305 Rf1 dose
Sugar beet CMS is associated with a 250 kDa protein complex containing preSATP6, and accumulation of the complex is lower in the fertility-restored line NK-198 (Kitazaki et al. 2015) . Because NK-305 was identified as another restored line, we examined whether decreased accumulation of the 250-kDa complex also occurred. Immature anthers (meiosis and tetrad stages) of NK-198, NK-305, and TA-33BB-CMS were collected, and protein extracts were subjected to Blue Native polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) combined with immunoblotting using antiserum against pre-SATP6 protein expressed in E. coli (αpreSATP6) (Yamamoto et al. 2005) to determine the size and relative amounts of the 250-kDa complex in each genotype. (Ohgami et al. 2016) . Fukkoku-ouba is a leaf beet landrace in Japan whose rf1 is likely a hypomorphic allele (Arakawa et al. 2018 TA-33BB-CMS had an intense signal band of 250 kDa on the blot, whereas NK-198 had a smeared image with three faint bands of 250, 200 and 150 kDa (Fig. 6a, b) . Because the signal bands detected by anti-COXI (αCOXI) were very similar for TA-33BB-CMS and NK-198 on this blot (Fig. 6c) , degradation of the protein sample was unlikely. NK-305 also gave a smeared signal, but the 250-kDa band was more conspicuous and the 200 and 150 kDa bands were less intense (Fig. 6a, b) . The latter two bands emerged after longer exposure of the blot, and their signal intensity appeared to be less than that of NK-198. The total amount of preSATP6 protein was apparently different among the TA-33BB-CMS, NK-198 and NK-305 samples on the immunoblot after SDS-PAGE for an unknown reason but there was no correlation with male fertility or the reduced amount of the 250 kDa complex (Fig. 6d) .
We next investigated the accumulation of the 250-kDa complex in semi-fertile anthers. Plants characterized as p2p2 (fully fertile), p2p4 (semi-fertile) and p4p4 (complete sterile) were selected from the admixture population and analyzed (Fig. 7) . Because our focus was on the 250-kDa complex, antiserum concentration was minimized, hence the 200-and 150-kDa signal bands were barely visible on the blots. We quantified the signal intensity of the 250-kDa band by normalizing the signal intensity of Complex IV that was detected by αCOXI. Signal intensities were highest in p4p4, followed by p2p4, and the lowest in p2p2. Compared to p4p4, the signal intensity of p2p4 was reduced by 50% and that of p2p2 was reduced by 92% (Fig. 7) .
One of the two orf20-like genes in the locus encodes a protein capable of preSATP6 interaction and its transcript abundance correlates with NK-305 Rf1 dose A correlation between the accumulation of the 250-kDa complex and the s17 genotype (hence gene dosage of NK-305 Rf1) prompted us to investigate the quantity of mRNA for orf20-like genes. There are two classes of orf20-like genes, one is preSATP6-interacting and the other is noninteracting (Kitazaki et al. 2015) . We first examined whether the two orf20-like genes in NK-305 Rf1 interacted with preSATP6. Each of the two orf20-like genes was situated downstream of the cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 35S promoter in constructs that were introduced into suspension cells of CMS sugar beet line NK-219mm-CMS via Agrobacterium. Because the two transgenes were tagged with FLAG, their expression was checked by immunoblot analysis using anti-FLAG (αFLAG). Suspension cells expressing orf20 NK-305-1 had a major 43 kDa band and a minor 41 kDa band, whereas those expressing orf20 had only the 44 kDa band (Supplementary Fig. 10 ). The reason for this difference is unknown but similar results were obtained when other orf20-like genes were expressed as transgenes (Kitazaki et al. 2015; Arakawa et al. 2018 ). According to Kitazaki et al. (2015) and Arakawa et al. (2018) , no correlation was seen between the number of detected signal bands of the ORF20-like protein expressed from the transgene and protein-protein interaction between preSATP6 and the transgene's translation product. Mitochondrial proteins of the transgenic suspension cells were separated by BN-PAGE and subjected to immunoblot analysis using αpreSATP6. Proteins from orf20 NK-305-1 -expressing cells had smeared images with a bold 250-kDa band and faint 200-and 150-kDa bands ( Supplementary Fig. 11 ). The 150-kDa band was so faint that it was sometimes visible only with longer exposures. The smeared image containing three bands was also observed from the cells expressing orf20 (Supplementary Fig. 11 ), whose translation product binds to preSATP6 protein and likely alters the higher-order structure of pre-SATP6 (Kitazaki et al. 2015) . Images obtained from mitochondrial proteins of orf20 -expressing cells were also smeared but lacked the 200-kDa band. These images were very similar to those expressing non-preSATP6-interacting Values are the ratio between the 250 kDa complex and the 420 kDa complex that was detected by αCOXI. s17, genotype of s17; n, number of replicates; SD, standard deviation; p, probability calculated by Tukey-Kramer test orf20 homologues such as orf20L and the vector control (Kitazaki et al. 2015; Arakawa et al. 2018 ; Supplementary  Fig. 11 ). Considering that the 200 kDa protein complex contains both preSATP6 and ORF20-like proteins (Kitazaki et al. 2015) , orf20 NK-305-1 encodes a protein that can interact with preSATP6 and the protein encoded by orf20 does not interact with preSATP6 ( Supplementary Fig. 11 ).
To quantify the orf20 NK-305-1 mRNA, a primer pair specific to orf20 NK-305-1 was designed to discriminate orf20 mRNA from orf20 mRNA. Note that the sequence homology among the four orf20-like gene copies in NK-198 Rf1 locus is so high that specific amplification of orf20 was infeasible (see Fig. 5 and Matsuhira et al. 2012) . Results of our real-time reverse transcription PCR analysis are shown in Table 2 . No mRNA was detected from p4p4 plants, confirming the specificity of the primers. In p2p2 and p2p4 plants, the orf20 NK-305-1 mRNA was most abundant in the tetrad stage, meiosis stage and microspore stage, in that order. Comparing the two genotypes, fold changes between p2p2 and p2p4 were in the range of 1.5-2.2.
Discussion
Here, we show the genetic divergence of the restoring Rf1 allele in sugar beet; although both NK-305 Rf1 (hereafter Rf1 ) and NK-198 Rf1 are restoring alleles, Rf1 NK-305 is a weaker allele in its ability to restore male fertility. A single Rf1 allele is insufficient to restore male fertility completely; however, the effect is cumulative, and homozygotes are fully fertile. Hence, Rf1 NK-305 acts as a semi-dominant allele.
Genetic interaction between Rf1 and S mitochondria involves a post-translational mechanism between ORF20-like protein and preSATP6 protein (Kitazaki et al. 2015) . The preSATP6-interacting orf20-like gene in Rf1 is orf20 , whose mRNA accumulation level was halved in the heterozygote compared to the homozygote.
In accordance with the amount of orf20 mRNA, the amount of the 250-kDa complex was reduced by 50% and 92% in the heterozygote and the homozygote, respectively. Nevertheless, the amount of preSATP6, the constituent protein of the 250 kDa complex, is almost unchanged irrespective of the genotype. Therefore, the Rf1 NK-305 dose possibly affects a higher-order structure of the preSATP6 protein.
Comparing anthers of rf1rf1, Rf1 Rf 1 , the amount of the 250 kDa complex was correlated with the level of male sterility. This line of evidence suggests that the 250 kDa complex is strongly associated with the expression of CMS.
The level of male sterility expression correlated with the extent of tapetal degeneration. Anther tapetum is known to play a very important role in pollen development (Papini et al. 1999) . In Rf1 Rf1 plants, the tapetum starts to degenerate at the microspore Sb-1 stage and is invisible in the Sb-2 stage, as is observed in N mitochondrial plants. In CMS sugar beet, the tapetum swells with large vacuoles during the microspore stage then collapses with the microspores. In Rf1 rf1 plants, such tapetal hypertrophy does not occur; however, the first visible difference compared to fully fertile plants is that the tapetum is thicker than in Rf1 Rf1 at the microspore Sb-1 stage. In the later Sb-2 stage, the tapetum persists in Rf1 NK-305 rf1 plants. This finding suggests either retardation in the onset and/or irregularity in the process of tapetal degeneration. Tapetal degeneration is considered to be the crucial step for pollen development as exemplified by some male-sterile mutants in model plants (Rogers 2006; Wilson and Zhang 2009) . If the tapetum provides nutrients or other substances necessary for microspore development at the expense of its degeneration, there should be a linear correlation between male fertility and the extent of tapetal degeneration.
The extent of tapetal degeneration can be controlled by Rf1 NK-305 dose in S mitochondrial plants. Tapetal degeneration is an example of programmed cell death (PCD) in plants (Parish and Li 2010) ; hence, tapetal PCD should properly occur in an Rf1 Rf1 plant, should be impeded in an (Yamamoto et al. 2005; Kitazaki et al. 2015) . Several S-orfs whose translation products also form oligomers are known (Rhoads et al. 1998; Duroc et al. 2005) . Duroc et al. (2009) proposed that the oligomers could be mild uncouplers. If the 250 kDa complex is also a mild uncoupler, in accordance with its accumulation, the physiological state of mitochondria could be linearly changed, resulting in changes in the production of, for example, reactive oxygen species (ROS).
A relationship between ROS and the progression of PCD in anthers has been reported (Hu et al. 2011 ). Further study is necessary to characterize tapetal PCD in fertility-restored sugar beet. In addition to Rf1 NK-305 , we have recently identified rf1 Fukkoku from leaf beet, another allele whose effect on the accumulation of the 250 kDa complex is so faint that it was genetically referred to as a non-restoring allele (Arakawa et al. 2018) . Another non-restoring allele selected by sugar beet breeders has apparently no effect on the accumulation of the 250 kDa complex (Kitazaki et al. 2015) . Thus, it appears that multiple Rf1/rf1 alleles with different effects on the accumulation of the 250 kDa complex exist in beet. Differences in the molecular effect can be explained by the amount of mRNA that encodes ORF20-like proteins capable of interacting with preSATP6. Given that the amount of ORF20-like protein correlates with its transcript abundance, higher levels of ORF20-like protein convert the 250 kDa complex into the 200 kDa complex because the ORF20-like protein plays a principal role in this conversion process. Consequently, the amount of 250 kDa complex is reduced; however, the possibility cannot be excluded that alterations in the amino acid sequence of the ORF20-like protein may also affect the strength of the allele.
Molecular organization of the Rf1/rf1 alleles indicates that the number of orf20-like genes and their primary sequences are diverse (see Fig. 5 ). At a glance, intergenic recombination likely played a pivotal role in the organizational diversity of Rf1. Despite the differences in the gene products, this level of diversity is reminiscent of the evolution of PPR-Rf (Kato et al. 2007; Geddy and Brown 2007; Mora et al. 2010; Melonek et al. 2016 ). At present, however, it remains unknown whether any of the sugar beet Rf1/rf1 alleles are able to restore CMS lines other than those of the Owen type, as has been suggested for PPR-Rf (Fujii et al. 2011) . This question should be investigated in the future. Note that beet Rfs for two other CMS lines have been mapped onto different chromosomes (Laporte et al. 1998; Touzet et al. 2004 ).
On the other hand, a series of alleles with various strengths in their molecular effect on the 250 kDa complex prompted us to think of another possibility. Perhaps sugar beet Rf1 is in its infancy toward evolving into the most suitable Rf1 allele. In relation to this proposal, one population genetics theory predicts that plants with a restoring Rf allele incur some negative effect on their fitness, otherwise sexual dimorphism of a population (i.e., females expressed by CMS and hermaphrodites) could not be maintained (e.g., Dufay et al. 2007) . Considering the molecular chaperone-like function of ORF20-like proteins, their off-target effect may not be negligible when these gene products are abundant. For example, excess ORF20-like protein may occasionally interact with the mitochondrial respiratory complex and impair its function, leading to a slight decrease in male fitness. This phenomenon could occur more likely in normal cytoplasm lacking preSatp6; hence, an Rf1 allele that is too strong might not be favoured. Moreover, the frequency of the Owen-type mitochondria is generally low but differs among populations (Touzet 2012; Cheng et al. 2011) . These factors as well as other unknown influences, including the presence of numerous alleles throughout the entire population of beets, could make the selection of Rf1 alleles complicated. This notion needs some theoretical support and more data about the organizational and functional variation of this gene family in order to fully describe the molecular evolution of sugar beet Rf1.
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